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Abstract— Removing the topographic component in the interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) phase is conventionally conducted using an external digital elevation model (DEM).
However, with an increasing spatial resolution of SAR data,
the external DEM is becoming less qualiﬁed for this purpose,
resulting in notable phase residues and even decorrelation
in differential interferograms. Although topographic residuals can be parameterized and estimated by multi-temporal
InSAR (MTInSAR) techniques, its accuracy is limited by several factors. Instead of providing accurate height information,
shortening the length of baselines is an alternative for DEM
phase mitigation. We propose here an MTInSAR processing
framework that can retrieve the deformation time series without
the estimation of topographic residuals. Within the framework,
we generate a set of pseudo interferograms with near-zero
baselines by integer combination and take these pseudo interferograms as observations of MTInSAR model, where deformation
becomes the only signal that needs to be parameterized. The
deformation time series is then retrieved directly from wrapped
phases by ridge estimation with an integer ambiguity detector.
It is noted that although atmospheric artifacts might be magniﬁed
during the combination, their differential components at arcs
constructed with neighboring points that are not signiﬁcantly
enlarged. The proposed method is particularly suitable for
infrastructure deformation monitoring in urban areas where
no accurate external DEM is available. It also has promising
potential for retrieving deformation from SAR data stacks with
short acquisition intervals since the combination can enlarge
the signal of interests in pseudo-observations. Semisynthetic and
real data tests indicate that the proposed method has satisﬁed
performance on DEM error mitigation and deformation time
series estimation.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

nSAR has greatly advanced the capability of monitoring
ground deformation [1]–[7] because of its unique features
of all-weather and day-and-night imaging capability, global
coverage, remote observation, ﬁne resolution, and high accuracy. Such a capability will be further enhanced by future SAR
missions (e.g., Tandem-L [8]). Since InSAR measurement
is a mixture of phase components mainly associated with
topography and deformation, when deformation is a signal
of interest, it is necessary to mitigate the topographic contribution. To attain this purpose, differential operation with
an external digital elevation model (DEM) is conventionally
conducted [9]. However topographic residuals always exist
in differential interferograms, especially those with long perpendicular baselines due to the limited accuracy of existing external DEMs (e.g., Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) DEM [10]) [11]. With the development of modern
SAR sensors, the spatial resolution of SAR images has been
notably improved, thereby raising more challenges for external DEMs to mitigate the topographic component in InSAR
measurements. Even with the release of the latest global
DEM with a spatial resolution of 12 m [12], it is still not
sufﬁcient for such a purpose. Strictly speaking, there is no
perfect external DEM for differential operation considering
the discrepancy between the location of backscattering point
and target height. Moreover, rapid urbanization, especially
in developing countries, is changing landscapes signiﬁcantly
with the DEM usually updated less frequently, resulting in
phase residuals in differential InSAR processing. For example,
Fig. 1 shows a 3-m differential TerraSAR-X interferograms
over buildings in Tianjin, China, where the SRTM DEM with
a resolution of 90 and 30 m is used. A notable height phase
residual is visible due to the inaccurate and outdated external
DEM and relatively long perpendicular baseline.
As there is a direct relationship between the phase residual and the DEM error, the DEM error is usually taken
as a parameter in the multi-temporal InSAR (MTInSAR)
techniques (e.g., Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) [13],
Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) [14], Multidimensional
SBAS (MSBAS) [15], Coherent Pixel Technique (CPT) [16],
temporarily coherent point SAR interferometry (TCPInSAR)
[17], [18], Component extrAction and sElection SAR
(CAESAR) [19], Parisar [20]). Indeed, with an ideal distribution of perpendicular baselines and the assumption that
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Fig. 1. Interferograms illustrating differential operation with external DEMs might not be sufﬁcient for DEM mitigation. (a) Original interferogram.
(b) Differential with 90-m SRTM DEM. (c) Differential with 30-m SRTM DEM. There is no difference between the corrected interferograms because the
buildings were constructed after the SRTM DEM mission.

the parameters can well describe the real deformation (i.e.,
model bias is neglectable), both displacement and height
on coherent targets can be satisfactorily estimated. However,
the performance of current MTInSAR techniques on the joint
estimation of DEM error and deformation can be affected by
several factors, e.g., the deformation model, the connectivity
of interferogram network, and the baseline variation and
threshold [21]. Considering that current satellite SAR systems
usually prefer a narrow baseline tube (e.g., Sentinel-1A/B),
conventional MTInSAR algorithms might not guarantee an
accurate estimation of heights from the data acquired by
these sensors. The remaining DEM residuals can distort the
estimation of deformation time series [21]. This was also
pointed out by Bayer et al. [22] who explored how InSAR
results vary with choices of the external DEM based on two
popular MTInSAR models (i.e., PSI and SBAS) and concluded
that the DEM quality is more important than the resolution and
that X-band InSAR data are more sensitive to the choice of
the DEM than C-band.
Since the current MTInSAR models cannot reliably ensure
a qualiﬁed estimation of DEM errors, an alternative is to
mitigate the DEM effect instead of estimating it directly. Such
an idea arose from the fact that the phase contribution of DEM
in InSAR measurements is determined by both the topographic
height and perpendicular baseline. If only the interferograms
with extremely short baselines are involved in the processing
chain, since the DEM related phase is quite subtle and can
be safely ignored, the deformation vector will then become
the only unknowns in the MTInSAR model. Interferograms
generated by modern satellite radars (e.g., TerraSAR-X and
Sentinel-1A/B) can repeat the trajectory much better than
previous ones [23], [24] that usually have short baselines,
thanks to excellent control of satellite and orbit determination.
However, the number of such small-baseline interferograms
can never be guaranteed.
To achieve sufﬁcient interferometric pairs with rather short
baselines, we attempt here to adopt an integer combination
strategy to generate pseudo-interferograms, which will be

taken as observations of MTInSAR model. Integer combination of interferograms was ﬁrst proposed in [25] and
then in [26] for reducing phase fringes and therefore easing or avoiding phase unwrapping. Later, the strategy was
also used to process the European Remote Sensing Satellite
(ERS)/ENVISAT cross-platform interferograms where the
topography-induced fringes are very dense due to the very long
baselines (usually longer than 2 km) [27]. It is worth noting
that besides reducing the fringes contributed by topographic
heights, integer combination is also capable of increasing the
signal of deformation as the temporal interval can be enlarged.
Considering the repeat cycle of modern sensors is getting
shorter and shorter (e.g., 1 d for COSMO-SkyMed constellation), the combined interferograms are more helpful for
retrieving weak but time-dependent movements (e.g., postseismic motion). From the pseudo-interferograms, we then isolate
coherent points, construct dense arcs (i.e., point pairs) and
build up the relationship between the deformation parameters
and differential pseudo-phases at arcs. Considering the correlation among the deformation rates in successive acquisition
intervals, a ridge estimator with an ability of phase ambiguity
detection is employed to retrieve these parameters. Finally,
the deformation time series is obtained by integrating the relative deformation rate vector at arcs with respect to a reference
point and accumulating the interval deformations to a reference
acquisition date. Since the proposed method can retrieve the
deformation from InSAR measurements without estimation
of target heights, it is suitable for surveillance of abnormal
deformation over large-scale urban areas, while, when monitoring single structures, accurate height information is still
compulsory as the geolocation of coherent targets is crucial.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the principle of integer combination and the
MTInSAR model based on the pseudo-interferograms with
near-zero baselines. In Section III, synthetic and real data
tests are described, which are used to validate and demonstrate
the performance of the proposed strategy. Section IV provides
conclusions and suggestions.
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we use M interferograms in the proposed processing chain. For
the pseudo interferometric phase (φpseudo) constructed from
original interferograms (φn and φm ), following the law of error
propagation, the noise of combined interferograms (σpseudo)
can be obtained as
φpseudo = a · φn + b · φm
2
2
σpseudo
= a 2 · σn2 + b 2 · σm2 + 2ab · σnm

Fig. 2. Contribution of height to the LOS range change under different
perpendicular baselines.

II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Topographic Phase
The topographic phase that reﬂects the phase contribution
of heights can be expressed as [28]
4π B⊥ h
φh = −
(1)
λ ρsinθ
where λ is the wavelength of radar pulse; ρ is the slant range
from sensor to the ground target; θ is the incidence angle;
B⊥ is the perpendicular spatial baseline, and h is the target
height. It is clear that under a ﬁxed imaging geometry, the
phase contribution of height at a certain target is proportional
to the perpendicular baseline. The slant range contribution
(SRC, l) of topographic phase can then be further derived as
B⊥ h
.
(2)
l =
ρsinθ
It has no relation with radar wavelength. Fig. 2 shows the
SRC under different combinations of perpendicular baseline
and heights, where the slant range and incidence angle are
extracted from TerraSAR-X data (i.e., 657 330 m and 41,
respectively). If the perpendicular baseline is short enough, the
SRC will be negligible. Considering the primary application of
the proposed processing strategy is infrastructure monitoring
in urban areas where abundant persistent scatterers can be
identiﬁed, the height difference [or height residual difference,
after Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) operation]
between most neighboring scatterers should be within several tens of meters. When limiting the baseline of pseudointerferograms to 5 m, it is safe to ignore the contribution of
heights on SRC at most arcs.
B. Integer Combination
Given N single look complex (SLC) images coregistered to
the same imaging geometry, a total of N(N − 1)/2 interferograms can be generated. For persistent scatterers, all the interferograms could be taken as the observations of MTInSAR
processing while, for distributed scatterers, only a portion of
them having relatively smaller baselines can be used. To balance the spatial density of the selected points and phase noise,

(3)

where a and b are combination integers; σn and σm represent
2 is the covariance
the noise of the original interferograms; σnm
of the two interferograms involved. If these two interferograms
share a common image or if the images were acquired under
2 is nonzero and
similar conditions, their corresponding σnm
can be calculated following the strategy described in [29].
It is worth noting that (3) is suitable for the processing noise
(e.g., errors introduced by ﬁltering and multi-looking operations), while not for decorrelation noise that is not temporarily random. To control the noise level, we limit the
combination integers to ±1 and ±2. To generate pseudointerferograms with ultrashort baselines, a combination searching is conducted over the selected interferograms. The possible
combinations are ﬁrst determined according to the integer
numbers, where those resulting in the same absolute pseudo
perpendicular baselines are deleted, then the iterative calculation is conducted for the baseline vector of selected
interferograms, and ﬁnally, the combinations whose baselines
are less than the threshold are selected. When a total of K
pseudo-interferograms are generated, the relationship between
combined interferograms ( pseudo) and original ones ( ori ) is
expressed as
pseudo

= W {C

ori

}

(4)

where W {·} is the wrapping operator and C is the combination
matrix with a size of K × M whose elements are 0, ±1,
and ±2. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows an example combination
of two TerraSAR-X interferograms. After their perpendicular
baselines were shortened from over 140 m to less than 1 m in
the pseudo-interferogram, the height fringes become invisible
[Fig. 3(c)]. Fringe reduction is notable as seen from the phase
proﬁles [Fig. 3(d)].
C. MTInSAR Modeling and Parameter Estimation
In the pseudo-interferograms, the topographic contribution
is insigniﬁcant due to the ultrashort baselines; therefore, only
the displacement parameters need to be modeled. To enhance
the estimation stability especially in the case where the
interferogram network has subsets (i.e., the normal matrix of
the MTInSAR model is rank-deﬁciency), we adopt here the
deformation rate in ordered acquisition intervals as parameters.
Similar strategies were also adopted in [14], [30], and [31].
For a given (i th) pseudo-interferogram, the phase can then be
modeled as
⎫
⎧
2
⎬
⎨ 4π 
pseudo
=W −
n jφj
φi
⎭
⎩ λ
j =1

=W



4π
n1
−
tm · v m +n 2
tp · v p
λ

(5)
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Fig. 3. Example of integer combination of interferograms. (a) Original interferogram I with a baseline of 143.2 m. (b) Original interferogram II with a
baseline of −144.0 m. (c) Combined interferogram with integers of 1 and 1. Its baseline was reduced to −0.8m. (d) Phase proﬁles along the red lines in the
interferograms.

where n j is an integer indicating the magniﬁed contribution
of the deformation in that interval; m and p indicate the time
intervals involved in the original interferograms that are used
for the combination pseudo-interferogram; tm and t p are the
time spans in the intervals of m and p; v m and v p are the
unknowns, which could be the same since the two original
interferograms can have overlapped intervals. Considering
an arc constructed by two neighboring (not necessarily the
nearest) coherent points, the phase difference can be modeled
accordingly, as follows:
pseudo

φi, arc = W

−



4π
(n 1
tm · v m +n 2
t p · v p )
λ

(6)

where v is the relative deformation rate between these two
points, which will be transferred to the rates at points by spatial
integration. For each arc, the observation function reﬂecting
the relationship between phase differences and relative deformation rates can be expressed in the matrix as
pseudo = AV

(7)

where A is the design matrix, including elements determined
by combination integers and temporal intervals and unknowns;
V contains the relative deformation rates in successive intervals. It should be noted that the observations in (7) are wrapped
phases and the observation system is not rank-deﬁciency if the
interferogram network has no subset.

D. Parameter Estimation and Atmospheric
Artifacts Suppression
For retrieval of parameters from wrapped phases, solution space searching is a widely adopted method, where a
searching interval for each parameter is predeﬁned. However,
considering that the parameters here are the relative deformation rates in successive intervals whose number equals
N − 1, it is very difﬁcult, if not impossible, to achieve a
reliable estimation via searching. As an alternative, we adopt
here the strategy proposed in [17] and [18] to estimate the
parameters, whereby the phase ambiguities in the wrapped
phases are designated as outliers since they can result in
abnormally large residuals when conducting least squares
directly on (7) [17]. By simply comparing the maximum
absolute residual with a predeﬁned threshold, arcs having
observations with nonzero integer ambiguity can be detected
and removed. However, since the proposed model uses the
deformation rates in ordered intervals as parameters, it has a
risk of over-parameterization and, therefore, possibly makes
the observation function ill-posed. For example, over an area
undergoing linear subsidence where the interval rates meet
v 1 = v 2 = · · · = v N−1 = v, for any given arc, when the
rate vector [v 1 v 2 · · · v N−1 ]T is unknown, the observation
system is obviously over-parameterized and the coefﬁcient
matrix of a normal function (i.e., AT A, if weight matrix
is ignored) is ill-posed, leading to an unstable estimation
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Fig. 4. Simulated signals for assessing the performance of the proposed method. (a) Deformation rate map. (b) DEM residuals. (c) Atmospheric artifacts
associated with a certain acquisition date.

Fig. 5. (a) Simulated interferograms where only the deformation, DEM error, and noise are considered. (b) Pseudo-interferograms combined with integers
from the original ones.

of parameters. To overcome this, Tikhonov regularization is
commonly used [32], [33], which is also known as ridge
regression in statistics. The regularization solves (7) with the
following minimization:
minv (pseudo−AV + kV2 )

(8)

where k > 0 is the regularization parameter. Several methods
are available for determination of its value, e.g., discrepancy
principle, general cross-validation, L-curve [34]. The corresponding solution is then derived as
V̂ = (AT WA+kI)−1 AT Wpseudo
e = (I − A(AT WA + kI)−1 AT W)pseudo

(9)

where W is the positive-deﬁnite weight matrix whose elements
can be determined by the mean coherence of two points
involved in the given arc and e is the residual of ridge
regression. For each arc, the maximum absolute residual will
be compared with a given threshold to determine whether
the differential phase at the arc contains phase ambiguity.
Considering that the main application scenario of the proposed
processing method focuses on urban areas where dense fringes
contributed by building heights commonly exist in differential
interferograms, the combination can signiﬁcantly reduce the
phase ambiguities in pseudo-interferograms and therefore ease
the phase ambiguity detection and improve the estimation
reliability. Moreover, since the parameter estimation is directly
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Deformation time series estimated from the pseudo-observations with the proposed method.

Fig. 7. Histogram of differences of absolute atmospheric phases at arcs in
original and combined interferograms.

conducted at densely constructed arcs (i.e., point pairs), differential operation between neighboring points can reduce a large
portion of atmospheric delay [35], and therefore, this sideeffect of combination is tolerable. Even in the extreme cases
where the enlarged atmospheric delay introduced phase ambiguity to some arcs, these arcs can be detected and removed
by determining their estimation residuals. However, it is worth
noting that the aforementioned operation cannot completely
mitigate the effects of atmospheric artifacts on parameter
estimation, and postprocessing (e.g., spatial-temporal ﬁltering)
is usually compulsory.
After the estimation, the parameters at remained arcs are
then transferred to points by spatial integration with respect
to a reference point, according to the following:
Varc = BVpoint

(10)

where B is a linking matrix having a size of L by P −1 (L and
P are the number of remained arcs and points, respectively).
It only contains elements of 0, 1, and −1. Considering that the

Fig. 8. Location of the testing site over an urbanized area of Tianjin, China,
where the SAR intensity image was superimposed on Google satellite image.

Fig. 9.

Integer combination matrix.

noise level of arcs varies from one to another, optimization of
integration network based on the abundant arcs could also be
adopted [36].
III. S EMISYNTHETIC AND R EAL DATA T ESTS
To assess the performance of the proposed modeling
strategy, we simulate a set of interferograms based on the
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Fig. 10. Examples of original (the ﬁrst two) and combined interferograms (the last three) whose perpendicular baselines are −220, 186, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.7 m,
respectively.

spatial-temporal baselines of real ALOS/PALSAR interferometric pairs where the phase components related to the topographic errors, ground deformation, and noise are considered.
The atmospheric artifacts simulated according to [28] are also
added. The spatial pattern of some components is shown
in Fig. 4. A total of 27 interferograms are generated from
17 radar images, whose absolute perpendicular baselines vary
from 56 to 803 m. They serve as basic observations of the
proposed model. Combination searching is then conducted to
construct the ultrashort baseline pseudo interferograms. With
a combined baseline threshold of 20 m, there are 23 pseudo
interferograms selected, from which the deformation time
series can be estimated. As a comparison, Fig. 5 shows some
examples of original and pseudo interferograms. It is clear
that the topography-raised phase component has been notably
reduced and is virtually invisible in the pseudo interferograms.
Even though the input deformation signal is linear, we model
it here with an interval rate vector. The purpose of such
an operation is to enhance the generality of our proposed
method, given that in most real cases we have insufﬁcient
prior information about the deformation over the area of
interest.
After networking the coherent points using local
Delaunay [17], the wrapped phase differences at arcs
are obtained and the observation function is then formed.
As expected, the determinant of the coefﬁcient matrix is
close to zero indicating the observation function is ill-posed.
By applying the ridge estimator with phase ambiguity
detection and integrating the parameters at arcs to points,
the deformation time series are ﬁnally retrieved as shown
in Fig. 6. We then calculate the deformation rate from the
time series and compare with the input deformation signal.
The discrepancy has a mean of 0.02 mm/year with a standard
deviation of 0.93 mm/year. This illustrates that the proposed
method can effectively estimate ground deformation from
wrapped interferograms without including the DEM residual
as a parameter.
Considering the combination methodology can possibly
enlarge the atmospheric artifacts in pseudo-interferograms,
we further evaluate this effect on the parameter estimation
under a scenario where radar signals over 30% areas in
50% acquisitions are assumed to be randomly delayed by
atmosphere with a maximum magnitude of 1.5 rad. Fig. 7

shows the difference between absolute atmospheric phases
pseudo
ori
|), where |∅ori
at arcs (i.e.,|φarc,aps | − |φarc,aps
arc,aps | corresponds
to the mean value of absolute phases from 27 original
pseudo
interferograms, while |∅arc,aps | represents the mean value of
absolute phases from 23 pseudo-interferograms. It indicates
that as observations of MTInSAR model, the phase differences at arcs are less affected by atmospheric artifacts
and the combination does not necessarily always enlarge the
atmospheric components at arcs. Since the mean of difference
is around 0.05 rad, it is safe to conclude that deformation
rates estimated from combined interferograms would not be
signiﬁcantly impacted by the enlargement of atmospheric artifacts. It is also worth noting that spatial differential operation
can reduce the atmospheric artifacts, though not eliminate
it completely. Once the deformation time series is obtained,
further processing (e.g., ﬁltering [13] and principal component
analysis [37]) is usually compulsory for the removal of any
remaining atmospheric component.
We next apply the proposed method on a set of TerraSAR-X
data available over an urbanized area in Tianjin, China (Fig. 8).
A total of 22 images were acquired from 20090828 to
20100427 from which 48 interferograms are generated with
maximum baselines of 33 d and 227 m. We then construct
pseudo interferograms by integer combination, whose maximum perpendicular baseline has been shortened to 2 m. The
combination matrix used can be found in Fig. 9. A set of
combined interferograms are shown in Fig. 10. As expected,
the topographic phases have been considerably reduced. From
these pseudo interferograms, we select 137 752 coherent
points, construct 445 925 arcs, and build the observation model
between the phase differences and interval deformation rates.
To check the condition of the normal matrix, we calculate its
determinant. The value of 1.21e-75 indicates a strong correlation among the existing interval parameters, which leads to an
ill-posed observation model. From the L-curve, we determine
the value of 0.4 as the regularization factor and then conduct
ridge estimation with the phase ambiguity detector where
1.2 rad is set to distinguish those arcs whose observations
have nonzero integers. Fig. 11 shows the deformation time
series retrieved from these pseudo interferograms. It indicates
the accumulated deformation along the line-of-sight (LOS)
direction in the half-year acquisition period is up to 72 mm,
which is consistent with the results reported in [37] and [38].
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Fig. 11. Deformation time series over an area of Tianjin, China, retrieved from pseudo-interferograms with ridge estimation. The reference point was
arbitrarily selected.

IV. C ONCLUSION
Since InSAR measures the phase difference along the LOS
direction, any factor that can alter LOS distance would become
a component of the InSAR phase measurement. Among these
factors, deformation and topographic height are usually dominant. Accurate separation of those has long been an important
though challenging issue; current processing methods, including differential with external DEMs and popular MTInSAR
estimators, have proven to be inadequate. We have proposed
here an alternative strategy capable of minimizing the effect of
height on deformation retrieval, therefore making the height
estimation unnecessary. The strategy is rooted in the fact
that interferograms are the linear combination of SLC images
and a further combination of wrapped interferograms with
integers can alter the ambiguity density. Via integer combination, we can generate sufﬁcient pseudo-interferograms with
ultrashort baselines in which the topographic component is
negligible. When taking these interferograms as observations,
the pursued deformation turns out to be the only signal that
should be parametrized. We have demonstrated the feasibility of retrieving deformation time series with the proposed
strategy where regularization is compulsory to deal with the
ill-posed coefﬁcient matrix raised by the correlation among
the parameters. It is worth noting that the proposed strategy
can also be used to just retrieve the deformation rate over
the whole time span. In this case, since the rate is the only
and single parameter in the model, an extra constraint is no
longer needed. As a ﬁnal remark, although we can mitigate
the effects of DEM residuals on deformation retrieval, the

height information that is vital for positioning the coherent
targets cannot be obtained by the proposed method; in real
applications, we are concerned not only with the magnitude
of deformations but also with their locations. Accurate elevation model reconstruction from high-resolution SAR data,
especially over urban areas, is one of our ongoing research
efforts, where the baseline optimization, phase ambiguity, and
systematic error raised by improper deformation model will
be particularly addressed.
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